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Drought: a challenging time for urban trees

Urban trees: Beautiful, beneficial, cost-effective

Drought challenges, solutions (as seen by a tree)

Tree <> uses of water, indications of stress

Soil <> water availability, storage, application

In practice <> tools and resources 

Resources, Discussion (soft projectiles only, please)



Watering “situation” before the drought
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Watering “situation” during the drought…

Growth; health?; wasted water

Growth; health

Health?

Bye-bye…

Growth; health

Applied 

water

Tree 

response



Conceptual view of urban trees in drought
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A common sight in 

2013, 2014, 2015, 

2016, 2017…



Plants need water…

1) Turgor

2) Transport of solutes

3) Photosynthesis



Photosynthesis:

CO
2

in, water out



Trees and drought: problematic in several ways…

~ Trees need water to “feed themselves” (photosynthesis)

~ Drought = reduction in growth (which may persist)

~ Drought = less stored energy = lowered defenses 

~ Drought = facilitates insects, diseases

Watson and Himelick, 2013



Trees and drought: problematic in several ways…

~ Trees need water to “feed themselves” (photosynthesis)

~ Drought = reduction in growth (which may persist)

Watson and Himelick, 2013



Watering can be 
a critical element 
of IPM!

Example:
Eucalyptus longhorned
borer



Drought: soil water concepts

Urban trees: Beautiful, beneficial, 

cost-effective

Drought challenges, solutions

Tree <> uses of water, stress

Soil <> water availability, storage, 

application

In practice <> tools and resources 

Resources, Discussion



Young trees: Lack of water = quick death

“Crispy

critters” 

(Larry

Costello)

Problem:

“Deep

watering…”

(but how much

can it hold?)



How much?

Amazingly little: 5-10 

gal

How often?

Frequently! 

(X times/WEEK)

Who?

Residents

NGOs

Partners (schools, 

churches, business)

Young tree rapid response



Providing water to mature trees: functional 
approach (Nelda M. and Larry C.)



Functional irrigation approach: the truck analogy

Soil water reservoir: fuel tank

Evapotranspiration: fuel consumption

Tree condition: fuel gauge (wilting = empty)



Functional irrigation approach for mature trees: 
estimating the size of the “water reservoir”

Soil water reservoir capacity: 2 elements

Volume  area*depth, or inches water/foot depth

Texture   water stored clay > loam >> sand 

water available  sand > loam > clay) 

1 in on 1 sq ft

= 0.62 gal.



Soil water reservoir: Where are the roots?



Functional irrigation approach: estimating the size 
of the “water reservoir”

Soil water reservoir capacity: 2 elements

Volume  area*depth, or inches water/foot depth

Texture   water stored clay > loam >> sand 

water available  sand > loam > clay) 

1 in on 1 sq ft

= 0.62 gal.



How
is
water
“held”
in 
soils?



Available water in soils (inches water/foot of soil depth)



soil texture ~ soil water available ~ how often to water





Measuring 

transpiration:

Porometer

G) Well understood principle

B)  Used to be expensive & 

cumbersome

U) Still unclear usefulness for 

landscape trees

$1200



Functional irrigation approach: wrap-up

Soil water reservoir: fuel tank

Evapotranspiration: fuel consumption

Tree condition: fuel gauge (wilting = empty)

Soil moisture content: the other fuel gauge

1 in of water 

over 1 sq ft

= 0.62 gal.



Example: 
An unhappy tree in a 
green lawn…



Watering BMPs
#1: check the soil, 
do not presume!



Laboratory method: 

gravimetric water content

G) Accurate, versatile

B) Slow

U) Cumbersome

$...?

Wet weight – dry weight

dry weight



Water content measurement: Capacitance sensors

G) Reasonably accurate, versatile, quick

B) No major badness; but need a “tight fit” with the soil

U) Can get expensive

$100-150/sensor (+$400 for reader)



Water content measurement: TDR sensors

G) Reasonably accurate, versatile, quick

B) No major badness; need a “tight fit” with the soil

U) Expensive

$850-$3000



Water-potential 
measurement: 
Tensiometer



G) Proven, versatile   B) Slow, vandal-prone

U) Best for wet-ish soils (sandy)    $50-200

Tensiometer



Sort-of Water-potential 
measurement:
Gypsum blocks

G) Well-known (but a 

RELATIVE measurement)

B) Affected by salinity

U) Poor accuracy in wet soils 

(and limited range in dry…)

$10-$20/sensor+ $300 for 

reader



“Soil Wetness measurement”
(the inexpensive stuff)

G) Affordable, but a TOTALLY 

RELATIVE measurement (no 

units on scale!)

B) Affected by salinity: really – it 

doubles as a salinity meter!

U) Cannot use across multiple 

soils without “re-calibrating”

$50-$120



Soil probes 
and augers 
for the win!

G) Affordable,  and super-useful

B) Quite subjective – not a direct replacement for a meter

U) Can be laborious…

$30-$500



Watering BMPs 
#2: check the roots…



Trenching and root cutting 
leads to water deficits.

Watering BMPs
#3: Avoid damaging the roots!



Magnolia grandiflora 
before trenching….

…and 3 months after 
trenching.



UC Davis study

Watering BMPs

#4: Maintain a turf-free zone 

around newly planted trees.

Turf up to tree base

3 x 3 turf free

No turf

Tree 

height



Watering BMPs
#5: Mulch!

 Tree roots do better 

under mulch



Mulch pitfalls: volcanoes

 No volcano!



Check

your

local

rainfall…



Drought: some UC resources

ipm.ucdavis.edu



ccuh.ucdavis.edu



Rotary sprinkler irrigation contraption - RSIC

by Dr. Loren Oki and Dr. Dave Fujino, UCD CCUH



Fujino/Oki Rotary sprinkler irrigation contraption



Fujino/Oki RSIC: How long to run it?

Time required
to wet the soil
down to 18” 

Depends on
soil type

Multi-stream
rotors have LOW
flow rates; 
good: 
less chance 
for runoff





Fujino/Oki Tree ring irrigation contraption: Parts



Fujino/Oki 
TRIC 

Calculator

Example:
silty 
clay



Compare my trees’ water use to other species:

ucanr.edu/sites/Wucols



WUCOLS categories



ucanr.edu/sites/UrbanHort



Elements of the problem, and responses

Aspect Problem Response

Lack of 

knowledge

“The trees 

will be fine”

Maybe – but they need 

a little help right now

Values,

perspective

“We need to save 

water” or “there’s no 

water for trees”

Trees are water-thrifty, 

their benefits are huge 

and irreplaceable

Technical

Don’t know how to 

apply water, or how 

often, or how much

Young tree:10s gal/wk; 

Mature tree: 100s 

gal/month (in summer)

Attitude

“The city is not 

watering their 

trees…”

I will do the little bit 

that’s needed to save 

our city trees



Local:

Greywater

How much?

Some…

Pros/Cons

+ Reliable, cheap

- Wrong place

New sources of water

Use for other plants; saves potable water for trees



Local/regional:

Recycled

How much?

Lots… maybe!

Pros/Cons

+ Volume!

- Distribution, salts

New sources of water

Keep track, test soils; but USE IT if you have it!



Long term response: reconsider trees + water

Element Characteristics or Function

Water

Grey  ubiquitous; for landscape trees or plants

Recycl.  available to residents and city crews;

distribution lines not crucial

Potab.  “backup” or last resort for mature trees

Storm  provides all of trees’ winter needs; 

remains stored in soils/accessible

Plant

palette & 

setup

Landscapes  water-conserving, tree-compatible

Trees  drought- and recycled water-tolerant

Irrigation  separated: trees vs. other plants

Steward-

ship

Shared between residents, NGOs, local groups, and 

municipal staff
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“Making the 50+ Year Decision”

Ralph Mize, City Arborist emeritus, San José, CA



Goal: a “successful urban tree”

Is alive

whose value exceeds the 

costs of maintenance

does not cause problems 

(roots; pollen; litter)

lives and grows in the 

desired location

Is well-behaved

Provides 

benefits



Tree species selection 1: Individual considerations

Tree



Another example of single-tree considerations

Tree

Climate

Form

Anthracnose and powdery 

mildew on plane trees

Cultivars resistant (and not)



Shothole Borers

John Kabashima, UCCE

Photo: Richard Stouthamer



Pest Vulnerability Matrix

Construction

1 Obtain pest-host 

information 

2 Arrange in table, 

indicate severity

3 Verify local importance





Tree species selection 2:

considering all trees

Photo: Purdue Extension



Temperature oF
Current Ave. Predicted Ave. 

July Max. Temp.         July Max. 
Eureka  62                               70
Berkeley        70

•

• Eureka

Berkeley
“substituting space for time”

(3) Street trees 

& climate change



Many 

common 

street tree 

species 

are 

unsuitable 

for a 

warmer 

climate



summary
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